This paper was presented at the 1992 Conference of the International Society of Inventory Research in Budapest, as a tribute to professor Andrew C. Clark for his inspiring work on multi-echelon inventory models both in theory and practice. It reviews and extends the work of the authors on periodic review serial and convergent multi-echelon systems under stochastic stationary demand. In particular, we highlight the structure of echelon cost functions which play a central role in the derivation of the decomposition results and the optimality of base stock policies. The resulting optimal base stock policy is then compared with an MRP system in terms of cost effectiveness, given a predefined target customer service level. Another extension concerns an at first glance rather different problem; it is shown that the problem of setting safety leadtimes in a multi-stage production-to-order system with stochastic lead times leads to similar decomposition structures as those derived for multi-stage inventory systems. Finally, a discussion on possible extensions to capacitated models, models with uncertainty in both demand and production lead time as well as models with an aborescent structure concludes the paper.
Introduction
This paper reviews and extends the work of the authors on the analysis of periodic review multistage production/inventory system under stationary stochastic demand. It was presented in a special session of the ISIR Conference in Budapest, August 1992, to honor the path-breaking work of Professor A.C. Clark on multi-echelon inventory models, starting at the Rand Corporation in the late 1950s and later applied when, e.g., developing multi-*Corresponding author indenture, multi-echelon inventory systems for the American Navy.
The publication of Forrester's study on the cyclical variation of stocks in large production-distribution chains [l] marked the start of a period of increasing interest in multi-stage inventory systems. The first rigorous analysis of serial multi-stage inventory systems under random demand was given by Clark and Scarf [2] , in a discounted cost dynamic programming framework and based on Clark's observations of the fundamental role played by echelon stocks [3, 41. Since then, the literature has expanded rapidly, considering not only serial systems but in particular also systems with an aborescense (divergent or distribution) structure and, to a minor extent, systems with an inverse aborescense (convergent or assembly) structure.
Clark and Scarf [S] extended their previous work on serial systems with approximate models to handle fixed costs at the upstream stages. Langenhoff and Zijm [6] present an average cost unifying framework which can handle all three structures mentioned above. Cohen and Lee [7] present a completely different approach, based on queueing approximations, to deal with capacitated multi-echelon serial systems. Attention to convergent assembly structures was further given by Schmidt and Nahmias [S] , Rosling [9] and Van Houtum and Zijm [lo] ; in particular the latter two papers establish equivalence properties with serial systems (also discussed in 161. Most attention has been paid to systems with an aborescense (divergent) structure, more specific to the two-stage single-depot multi-warehouse system under stationary stochastic demand (a few references are [l l-221). Finally, many authors consider lot-sizing problems in deterministic multi-stage production systems. For further details, the reader is referred to the books of Schwarz [23] and Axsater et al. [24] . This paper discusses periodic review stochastic multi-stage systems with both a serial and an assembly structure. Parts of the unifying framework to be discussed are published elsewhere [6, lo] . In Section 2, we provide some intuition for the structure of echelon cost functions, after which a brief summary of results obtained so far is given. New results on comparisons with MRP-controlled systems are presented in Section 3 and equivalence relations with safety lead time multi-stage models are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we explore the possibilities to extend the framework to capacitated systems (Section 5) as well as to a series of related but more general interesting models (Section 6).
Multi-stage serial systems and assembly systems:
A review Consider first a two-stage inventory system where between the two stages and after the most downstream stage material can be stocked in installations. Demand originates at the lowest (downstream) installation only. The stages (followed by their installations) are numbered such that material flows through stage 2 and stage 1 subsequently. A fixed lead time I, is required to transfer material to installation 2 while the transfer from installation 2 to installation 1 takes a fixed lead time I,. These transfers may represent a material supply and production stage, respectively. F[ denotes the distribution function of the l-period cumulative demand Us. If I= 1, we suppress the index. At the end of each period (of unit size), material may be ordered at each installation (from the next higher installation or from the outside supplier). We assume that there is no material shortage at the outside supplier, hence every order of installation 2 will indeed be delivered l2 periods later. Orders from installation 1, however, may be subject to an additional delay (apart from the lead time Ii) due to a material shortage at installation 2. We assume that any excess demand is backlogged. Furthermore, a holding cost k, is incurred at installation 2 and in transfer to installation 1 whereas in the latter installation a holding cost k2 + kl is assumed (higher because of value added). Finally, a penalty cost p holds in case of shortage at installation 1 (unfilled demand). All these costs are linear, both in time and quantity.
No fixed ordering costs are assumed. Furthermore, because we present an average cost analysis and all excess demand is backlogged, it is easy to verify that linear variable ordering costs do not influence any control policy and therefore can be omitted. All costs are incurred at the end of a period.
The concept of echelon stock for a given installation was introduced by Clark [3] to denote all stock at that installation plus in transit to or on hand at any installation downstream minus eventual backlogs at the most downstream installation. The chain under consideration is called the echelon. An echelon stock may be negative, indicating that the backlogs are larger than the total inventory in that echelon. Echelons are numbered according to the highest installation in that echelon. Finally, we define the echelon inventory position of an installation as its echelon stock plus all material in transfer to that installation.
Clark and Scarf [2] assumed the existence of convex cost functions which depend on echelon stocks only. For the linear (inventory and penalty) cost structure defined earlier, we first have to develop a natural definition for the corresponding echelon cost functions. A careful analysis of possible situations easily leads to these natural expressions. Let u, be the stock of echelon n (n = 1,2) at the end of a period (u2 > vi). Then we have costs
It therefore seems natural to attribute costs h2 v2 to the echelon stock u2, independent of its sign, whereas to u1 we attribute either (h, + h,)u, -h2v, (if vi > 0) or p( -vl) -h2v1 (if u1 < 0). Note that the second term in the costs of ui is again independent of its sign. As a result we find that, if at the beginning of a period the echelon stock of installation n is increased to x, for n = 1,2, then the expected costs incurred at the end of a period are equal to Li (xi) + L2(x2), where
for all x2.
0
This defines the echelon cost functions. If now, at the beginning of period t, the echelon inventory position of installation 2 is increased to y2 and, at the beginning of period t + 12, the echelon inventory position of installation 1 to y, or asfur us possible if y, cannot be reached, then it is not hard to verify that the expected costs at the end of period t + l2 + l1 are equal to Langenhoff and Zijm [6] show that the optimal average cost policy is characterized by two parameters (S,, S,), where S, minimizes D,(yi) and S2 subsequently minimizes D2(S1, y2). In other words, the optimal base stock policy (S,, S,) prescribes that at the beginning of each period the echelon inventory position of echelon n is increased to S,, for n = 1, 2. Analogous results are derived for N-stage serial systems, meaning that the N-dimensional optimization problem can be solved completely by successively solving a series of recursively defined one-dimensional
problems.
An extensive numerical analysis of the difficulties stemming from these recursive definitions is presented by Van Houtum and Zijm [lo] . The equivalence of serial and assembly systems has been proved by Rosling [9] and Langenhoff and Zijm [6] . Finally, Van Houtum and Zijm [lo] show how to extend the analysis to systems in which average holding costs have to be minimized, subject to a target customer service level. 
Comparisons with MRP-controlled systems
The optimality of a base stock control policy for serial and assembly systems implies that safety stocks, meant to anticipate uncertainty in future demand, are spread over the entire chain. An alternative is to keep all safety stocks at one installation, close to the market. This is the policy advocated in the initial MRP literature (see e.g. [25] ) where all uncertainty in a make and assemble to stock environment is covered at the end-item level. Often, the master production schedule (MPS) specifies quantities of end items to be assembled each period while the preceding phases (component manufacturing and subassembly) are driven deterministically by this MPS. More precisely, under conditions similar to those studied in this paper, the MPS of an MRP system should specify for each period how much end items have to be produced to return to an optimal reorder level which covers all demand uncertainty during thefill system leud time (plus one period). In fact, this is similar to a singlestage inventory system; the only difference with the classical Newsboy problem is that holding costs are calculated relative to the manufacturing or assembly stage the material is in. Optimal reorder levels Table 2 Comparisons between MRP and base stock policies for varying d
for such a, basically single-stage, system are easily determined but it seems worthwhile to investigate the cost differences between such an optimal MRP policy and an overall optimal base stock policy. Note that the two policies coincide if no added value is counted in the system (i.e. h, = 0 for y1 >, 2).
We start with investigating these cost differences for a simple two-stage assembly system with three components and one end item, under a service level constraint. Table 1 lists the basic parameter values (where ~1 and g denote the mean and standard deviation of the periodic demand, while T is the target customer service level).
In the following tables, a number of cost comparisons between an optimal MRP policy and an overall optimal policy are made as a function of one varying parameter (e.g. c in Table 2 , 7 in Table 3 ). The order-up-to levels for the optimal base stock policy as well as the (single) order-up-to level for the optimal MRP policy (SMRP) are given, together with the inventory holding costs for both policies (CBS and ChlRP). CD finally denotes the cost difference between the two policies, expressed both absolutely and as a percentage. Table 2 illustrates the intuitively obvious result that the differences in cost between an optimal MRP policy and an overall optimal policy increase as a function of demand uncertainty (the standard variation). Table 3 shows that the cost difference is also (weakly) sensitive to the target service level; this sensitivity seems to increase for very high service levels. In the next tables we investigate the influence of In summary, we may conclude that the increase the amount of value added in the manufacturing in costs as a result of the absence of buffer stocks process, as well as the influence of the lead times.
in the component and subassembly stores (hence A simple two-stage serial system is used as an only stocks of end items) strongly depends on example (see Table 4 ). Since inventory holding the amount of value added during the subsequent costs are usually taken as a percentage of the value stages in the manufacturing process. The influence of an item at each moment, a large ho value reflects of the height of the target customer service level a high added value in the manufacturing process. is less significant but a high demand variability Intuitively, one would expect a sharp increase in may have a very serious impact on these cost cost difference as h,, grows larger and a relatively differences. 
A related model: Setting safety lead times in a multi-stage system
The problem of setting planning lead times in a multi-stage production system in which production is order driven and tardiness results in penalty costs has been investigated by several authors (see e.g. [26, 27] ). Here the lead times are assumed to be random variables with a known distribution function. For the single-stage system, the problem of setting a planning or safety lead time leads to a Newsboy formulation.
De Kok [28] recognized the striking similarity between the general problem Define T2 as the total planning lead time for the two stages together and T, as the planning lead time for the final (downstream) stage alone. Also, let ~2 = T2 -22, gl = min(gz, T,) -tl.
Hence, g, denotes the time difference between the completion of stage n and the final due date. Then the following cost structure appears:
The reader may note that this is completely identical to the inventory cost structure in Section 2 which formed the basis of the echelon cost functions. For the safety lead time problem discussed here we find that the optimal planning lead times can be found by minimizing the following function: where C1 ( T1 ) is a convex function, which is minimized in TI = L1, say, and C2 (L, , T2) is a convex function in T,. Exactly the same recursive procedure as in Section 2 can therefore be applied to obtain the optimal (T,, T,)-tuple by successively minimizing two one-dimensional functions. Let the optimal values be L, and L2; then the optimal planned lead times for the upstream and downstream stages equal L, -LI and L1, respectively. The generalization of the above arguments to general N-stage serial systems and to systems with an assembly structure are completely straightforward and are therefore left to the reader.
Extensions to capacitated multi-stage systems
In this section we seek to extend the theoretical framework to systems where transfer at each stage, i.e. between each two installations, is limited by a capacity constraint. Although, in general, we cannot expect that the results derived so far continue to hold in capacitated systems, an important question is whether base-stock policies, based on echelon stocks, are still close to optimal. If the answer to this question is affirmative, numerical schemes taking into account the capacity limitations have to be developed again.
Speck and Van der Wal [29, 301 have investigated the first question. We only briefly summarize their results here. Define a serial N-stage system as before and assume that transfer between stage i + 1 and stage i is limited by an amount ci (the production or transfer capacity). Some reflection shows that, without any loss of generality, one may restrict oneself to systems with ci+ 1 < ci. Speck and Van der Wal numerically show that for a two-stage serial system a so-called push-ahead effect may exist. That is, the replenishment decision of the downstream installation may depend on the amount of material in transfer to installation 2 (upstream). On the other hand, Speck and Van der Wal provide evidence that in all cases there exist base-stock policies, the calculation of which is based on capacity limitations as well, which are very close to optimal.
In this section, we therefore concentrate on basestock policies again. For the development of numerical procedures we first briefly study the single-stage system. Note that from the results of Federgruen and Zipkin [31] the optimality of an order-up-to level policy easily follows for a singlestage capacitated system, as long as no fixed ordering costs are assumed. Now, consider a two-stage linear system as described in Section 2 with the extra assumption of a limited transfer capacity c2 per period to installation 2 while transfers between installation 2 and installation 1 are unconstrained. Let z2 denote an order-up-to level for the echelon inventory position of installation 2 (i.e. if, at the beginning of a period, this echelon inventory position is equal to x2 then we order min(z, -x2, c2) if x2 < z2 and nothing otherwise). Furthermore, let y2,n be the echelon inventory position of installation 2 just after ordering in period n. Then we can write the following traffic equation for y2,n+l and y2.n: z2 -y2,n+l = max(z, -y2." + n -c, O), where u denotes the one-period (stochastic) demand. Hence, z2 -y2,n satisfies the law of motion of the waiting time (excluding service) of an arriving customer in a D/G/l queue with interarrival time c and service time u. If the mean demand ~1 < c (meaning that on average the system can fulfill all demand) then clearly z2 -y2,n -+ z2 -y2 for n + w with probability one for some random variable y2. If we define w:= z2 -y2 then the probability distribution function G(M') of w satisfies the following Wiener-Hopf equation:
Note that G(w) has a discontinuity in 0 (since G(0) > 0) while G(w) is differentiable for u' > 0, with derivative y(w), say. De Kok [32] developed a method to quickly determine an approximation of G(w) in terms of a mixture of Erlang distributions which has proven to be extremely accurate. Since the random variable y, = z2 -w equals the inventory position just after ordering we now easily find the optimal order-up-to level S2 by minimizing the following expression:
where Si is determined in the first step of the recursive procedure presented in Section 2 for unconstrained systems while also D2(y,, y2) denotes the two-dimensional cost function given in Section 2. It can be shown, using the results of Federgruen and Zipkin [31] , that this procedure still yields an overall optimal policy.
If there exists a capacity constraint ci on the periodic transfer of materials between installation 2 and installation 1 as well, then the term D1 (y, ) in the recursive definition of D, (y,, y2) has to be replaced by a function Ei (zi) which is determined along lines similarly to the analysis given above. The term D1 (y2 -u12) is replaced by a more complicated expression to indicate that there may be two causes for not attaining the order-up-to level zr , i.e. a material shortage or a lack of capacity between installation 2 and installation 1. The analysis of these complications is beyond the scope of this paper; a detailed treatment will be given in a forthcoming publication.
Conclusions and suggestions for further research
In this paper we have reviewed and extended a theoretical framework for the planning of stochastic multi-stage serial and assembly systems. An equivalence property between these two systems is established.
Numerical procedures to actually calculate order-up-to levels have been developed and perform satisfactorily. A translation to a more realistic situation where optimal policies have to be determined subject to a target customer service level constraint follows easily from the cost expressions underlying the numerical evaluation. The numerical calculation scheme also allows us to compare the performance of the optimal base-stock policies with an MRP control structure, showing remarkable differences. Furthermore, the problem to determine safety lead times in a stochastic lead time multi-stage system with known demand appears to have a highly similar structure. Finally, we elaborate on possibilities to extend the theory to capacitated multi-stage systems. Further extensions are possible and are highly recommended for investigation. The extension of the numerical calculation scheme to systems with a divergent (aborescense) structure is currently studied and will be treated in a forthcoming publication (see also [33] ). Referring to Section 7, the combination of stochastic demand and stochastic lead times may lead to more realistic models covering unreliability and scheduling effects. Highly important seems to be the extension to systems with a non-stationary demand structure as well as to systems where demand originates not only at the end-item level. In particular, the combination of non-stationary demand (e.g. seasonal patterns) with capacity management issues may lead to a framework which perhaps cannot be treated by exact methods any longer but on the other hand provides us with a tool to understand and manage rather complex practical production/inventory systems.
